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ANEXO II
INFORMED CONSENT TO DECEASED DONATION FROM FOREIGN CITIZIENS WITHOUT PERMANENT
RESIDENCE
Countries have procedures to help residents to express their wishes regarding organ and tissues donation that help
make clear their willingness or refusal to donate after death. According to the Portuguese Law, donation of organs and
tissues from foreign citiziens without parmanent residence, must be performed under their national law.
The diagnosis of death and donation assessment of a potential non-resident donor is performed according to the
portuguese national law and the best medical pratices.
In what concerns authorization for organs and tissues donation, the country of origin of the potential donor must be
consulted (the competent authority or embassy) in order to ensure the complience with the applicable law, and
respect the person´s wishes concerning of organ and tissues donation.

PERSONAL INFORMATION

(surname)

(Gender)

(Given name)

(Passport number or personal identification
number)

(Date of birth)

(Address)

(Zip code)

(Country)

(Phone nº/e-mail)

CONSENT/OBJECTION TO DONATION ORGANS AND TISSUES
A) Consent to the donation

B) Objection to the donation

I,

,
(name of the signatory)

(quality of the signatory)

of

,

authorize/object to donation

(name of the deceased)

(underline whenever aplicable)

organs and tissues for transplantation or graft purposes.
CONSENT BE GIVEN FOR:
Transplantation

Scientific research

I consent the donation of organs and tissues without restrictions
I consent the donation with restrictions
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DONATION WITH RESTRICTIONS
(Check the box for organs and tissues THAT CAN BE DONATED for transplantation or graft purposes)

Heart

Heart (for valves)

Kidneys

Blood vessels (arteries and vans)

Pancreas

Eyes

Liver

Skin

Lungs

Bones, tendons, ligaments, meniscus and fascia

I agree that I have read and fullly understood the above consent, that I had the
opporturnity to ask questions and receive all the necessary explanations related to
this document.

Name

Name of the person who obtained the consent

Signature

Date

Time

Signature of the person who obtained the consent

